
Wii Channels Soundtracks

The soundtracks for all the Wii Channels, these being:

Wii System
-Mii Channel

-Wii Shop Channel
Photo Channel

Forecast Channel
News Channel

Everybody Votes Channel
Check Mii Out Channel

Nintendo Channel
Digicam Print Channel

Today & Tomorrow Channel
TV Friend Channel
Wii Speak Channel

Wii Room (Wii no Ma)
-Wii Room (Theater Update)

-Wii Room (Shopping Update)
Food Delivery (Demae) Channel

Kirby TV Channel
Many Miscellaneous Channel themes

Audio Sources
.bns streams [32 kHz Sample Rate, a few ranging from 22.1 kHz - 44.1 kHz]
NintendoWare Sound Player dump (through Dolphin emulator) [32 kHz Sample 
Rate]

Some important things to note about these soundtracks:

-The method used to dump these sequenced soundtracks does not replicate the 
reverb effect that would be used on the themes. However, I have worked very hard 
to recreate the reverb as close to the originals as possible. If you notice any themes 
that should have a reverb but don't, please let me know and I will try to fix it.
-Sequenced themes that are "adaptive" (channel simply just chooses which tracks 
out of the total amount to play based on the context, Wii Speak Channel is a good 



example of this) have all the tracks playing by default in the sound player used to 
dump the themes. So when creating the soundtracks for these themes, I have to 
listen to audio from the channel itself and manually choose which tracks should 
play to recreate the soundtrack. If any themes sound as though they are missing or 
are playing additional tracks, please let me know and I'll look into it.
-The three Wii Room soundtracks are a very strange case. While at first it may seem 
like there's an abundance of repeated themes and that they could be combined 
into one whole Wii Room soundtrack, they made the decision to rearrange, adjust, 
change themes' use in the channel, and otherwise alter many many things in nearly 
all of the themes with each update, alongside the newly added themes the updates 
brought.
-The Digicam Print Channel does not have all the possible songs. This is because 
the main theme is an adaptive theme and I simply just cannot find any footage of 
this channel that plays the other themes, but it's clear based on the other tracks 
that there are more. If you can find footage playing the other themes or even just 
the different themes at all, please let me know.
-The News Channel's unused theme was taken from tcrf (uploaded by larsenv), as 
the sound player just wouldn't output sound for that file for whatever reason. As a 
result, this theme is lossy, but I thought I should include it regardless.
-The LOVEFiLM Instant Channel banner theme is missing from this collection, as I 
cannot find a WAD of this channel anywhere. If anyone knows where to find this 
channel I'd be happy to rip it.
 

This took quite a lot of work to do! But it's finally finished, and I'm very happy with 
the result.
Special thanks to larsenv (Riiconnect24 developer) for discovering how to playback 
and extract sequenced Wii audio, as well as ripping the unused News Channel layer 
theme and helping me with the Wii Speak Channel tracks.

Pass: @waken

Folder with all Channel soundtracks
FLAC  |  MP3

https://mega.nz/#F!hlxVgQAB!0LAjYJRq-jmmA7kdkoi8Uw
https://mega.nz/#F!YtBXDa4J!9i-6DY43mBlfCNJfRw2mGg

